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Introduction 
For a commutative, local, noetherian ring (R, m, k), the Ext-algebra, ExtR(k, k), 
is the enveloping algebra of a positively graded Lie algebra, X(R), called the 
homotopy Lie algebra of R, see [l] [7]. Very few results about this Lie structure are 
known. We will consider some special cases of local rings, where it is possible to 
describe the Lie structure in a rather explicit way. In all cases n(R) is a semi-direct 
product of a Lie algebra with a free Lie algebra. This situation occurs, for example, 
when there is a surjective Golod homomorphism S + R. In this case n(R) is a semi- 
direct product of rc(S) with L(V), the free Lie algebra on I’, where Y”+’ = 
Extg(R, k) for n L 1. Levin [3] proved that the induced action of n(S) on I/ is the 
natural action of Exts(k, k) on Exts(R, k). He has also asked, when this action in- 
duces the action of n(S) on L( I’); i.e., when does n(S) map V to I’ inside L(V)? 
This does not hold in general, as is shown by an example of Sjodin [9, Remark 1 
to Theorem 41. In this note we give sufficient conditions for this to be true. In the 
first part of the paper we give a general theorem, which we in the second part apply 
to the following four cases: 
- Equi-characteristic, local rings with m3 = 0. Here we describe n(R) in terms of 
the Lie algebra generated by n’(R) in z(R). 
- Trivial extensions. These rings give rise to a special type of Golod homomor- 
phisms (not surjective, however), where we give a positive answer to Levin’s 
question. 
- A ‘Frtiberg’ local ring (S, n, k) module an ideal Q such that n2rp 3c R C nr. The 
map S+S/s2 is Golod, and, again, Levin’s question has a positive answer. 
- The case S= k[[x,, . . . , x,,]], D = (x1, . . . , x,)‘. Here we give an explicit presenta- 
tion of n(S/Q). 
The third application generalizes Sjodins result [9, Theorem 41, and his proof con- 
tains the main idea to get our result. Sjodin [9, Section 71 also gives a different 
presentation of 7c(S/Q) in the last case. 
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General theory 
Let (R, m, k) be a commutative, local, noetherian ring, and Y a minimal resolution 
of k over R. In the following theorem we give sufficient conditions for a subalgebra 
U of Y to determine the Ext-algebra, Ext,(k, k), in a simple way. 
Theorem 1. Let (R, m, k) be a commutative, local, noetherian ring, and let a c b c m 
be two ideals such that a2 = a. b = 0. Suppose U is a differential graded r-algebra 
(T-DGA), free as a r-algebra, augmented to k, and with LJ, = R. Suppose also that 
U has the following properties. 
(1) z(U)CaU+B(U) (Z(U)=ker(Z(U)+k)). 
(2) mz(U)CB(U)CmU. 
(3) B(U)naUCbB(U). 
(4) The map H(T-Der,(U, U))+r-DerR(U, k) induced by the augmentation, 
E : U -+ k, is surjective; i.e., to every f E Horn&U, k) with f = 0 on r-decomposable 
elements, there is a r-derivation F on U commuting with the differential and 
.eO F=f. 
Then we have the following conclusions: There is a canonically defined exact 
sequence of Hopf algebras 
where T is the tensor algebra, (. )* is k-vector space dual, and Hom,(U, k) is 
given the quotient algebra structure. The left map is induced by the DGA-map 
R+ U. The right map is induced by any map of R-complexes U-t Y where Y is a 
resolution of k over R. Moreover, the sequence splits to the right, and if f E 
HomR(U, k) and f = 0 on r-decomposable elements, and g E (&(U))*, then [g, f 1 E 
(s@(U))*, and the operation [ ., f ] : (s@ U))* +@I?( U))* coincides with (sii<F))*, 
where FE Z(T-Der,(U, U)) and E 0 F = f. 
Proof. In order to get the exact sequence only, we could use [5, Corollary 31. 
But, to get the other claims, we have to be more careful. Choose a free R-module 
I’, such that V@QR k=&(U) (this is possible, because of (2)). Choose a map 
p : V-sz(U)n aU, which composed with the surjection sz(U) -sg(U) yields the 
surjection V-* I/OR k. Put Y= LJgR T(V), where F means the ‘shuffle’ algebra 
(which is a free r-algebra), and define a differential d on Y by 
It is easily seen that (Y,d) is a T-DGA, and also that H(Y) = k. 
Hence, there is a split exact sequence of r-algebras 
k+ T(sfl(U))- Y& k+UgR k+k. 
To see that T((&(U))*) is a sub algebra of ExtR(k, k), we want to compute the pro- 
duct of gl , g, E Horn&V, k) = (sfl( U))*. Define a lifting G : Y + Y of g E Horn,,, V, k) 
by 
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It is easy to see that G commutes with the differential. The definition of gl * g2 in 
ExtR(k, k)=Hom,(Y, k) is g, 0 G2, where G, is a lifting of g,. From this and the 
lifting formula above, it is easy to get the result. We now claim that 
Z= { f~ Horn,,, Y, k); f( U) = 0) is a two-sided ideal in Horn,,, Y, k). It is a left ideal, 
since a lifting FeZHom,(Y, Y) of fez may be chosen to be zero on U (define F 
inductively, and use the fact that U is a subcomplex of Y, and that U, is a direct 
factor of Y, as an R-module, for every n). Now, suppose feT-Der,(U, k). By (4) 
there is a lifting FE Horn,,, U, U) off. Extend F arbitarily to a lifting off from Y to 
Y. If g EZ, then g 0 FEZ, and thus Z is closed under right multiplication by Z- 
derivations from Y to k. But these elements generate HomR( Y, k) [8], and hence we 
have proved that Z is also a right ideal. This establishes the claimed exact sequence 
of Hopf algebras. A splitting to the right is defined, extending fe HomR(U, k) to 
Horn,,, Y, k) by defining f to be zero on U@(@&(U)))‘. We will prove this is an 
algebra map. Let feT-DerR(U, k) and choose, according to (4), a Z-derivation 
FE HomR(U, U) which lifts f. We want to extend F to F~Horn~(y, Y). Let 
F’ : I/+ I/ be a map such that the following diagram (with exact rows) commutes. 
V@k-0 
V@k-0 
By diagram chasing, one obtains that d 0 F’- (SF) 0 d is a boundary in U. Since 
d(V) c a U, condition (3) tells us that this boundary is a boundary of b U. Hence, 
there is a map F”: V+bU such that the following diagram commutes. 
F’ 
A 1 
F” SF 
d 
V@bU -su 
Now, Sjodins lifting formula F [9, section 61 may be used, since d(V). F”(V)c 
a. b. U = 0. Inspection of this formula gives, if g E Hom,(U, k), that g OF is zero on 
U@(@H(U)))+, since F”(u,)EbUCmU. Thus the product g.f in Hom,(U,k), 
extended to Hom,(Y, k), is the same as the product of the extended maps in 
HomR(Y, k). This proves the claim about the splitting. We now turn over to the 
operation of Z-Der,( U, k) on L((sn( U))*). Let g E Horn,,, V, k) = (sZ?( U))*. A 
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lifting G of g was defined above. Let f E T-Der,(U, k) and let F be defined as 
above. By definition we have 
[g, f] = g o F- (_ I )des(fW-s(g?f o G. 
This is possibly non-zero only on V@ (r/O V). If u @ u E U@ V, deg(u) = deg(f), 
deg(o) = deg(g), then 
g o F(u 0 u) = g(f(u)u) =f(u)g(u), 
J-0 G(u @ u) = (- l)deg(f)des(g)f(g(o)u) = (- l)deg(f)deg(g)f(,)g(u). 
Suppose u E I’, deg(u) = deg(f) + deg(g), then, 
g o P(u) = M’(u)), 
f~G(u)=O. 
Hence, [g,f] =goF’E Hom,(l/, k), and since, F’O 1 =&i(F), the operation g- 
[g,f] is equal to (&f(F))*, which was to be proved. Finally, the map T((&(U)*)+ 
Hom,(Y, k) may be identified with the map Ext,(k, k)-+ExtR(k, k) induced by 
R -+ U. Indeed, Y is also an acyclic differential graded free U-algebra, and hence the 
left multiplication map UOR Y+ Y induces 
TorR(k,k)=k@U(U@RY)-+k@UY=TorU(k,k). 
This map is the projection 
(U@k)@(sR(U))-+ p(sp(U)), 
and its dual is the left map in the exact sequence. 
Applications 
I. The case m3 =0 
(For most facts, not proved in this section, the reader is referred to [4].) To give 
a commutative, local, noetherian k-algebra (R, m, k) with m3 = 0 is the same as to 
give two finite-dimensional k-vector spaces R,, R, and a surjective linear map 
$J : R, ok R, -+R2. The ring is then given by R = k @ R, OR, with multiplication 
R, . R, = Ri =0 and R, x R, +R, defined by @. To such a ring R, there is a 
canonically defined Hopf algebra A = T(R:)/(im(Q,*)); i.e., the free associative 
algebra on the dual vector space of R,, modulo the two-sided ideal generated by 
im(@*)C R$@ R:. Since R is commutative, it follows that im(@*) is contained in the 
free graded Lie algebra generated by R:, L(RT). Indeed, let {xi} be a basis for R,. 
Since ker(@) contains Xi@Xj-x;@x; for all i and j, im(@*)={feR:@R:; 
f(ker(@)) = 0} is contained in the k-linear span of {x~@x~+x~@x~} and { (x:)~}, 
where {XT} is the dual basis of {Xi}. Hence, A is the enveloping algebra of 
L(R,*)/(im(@*)), where (im(@*)) now is the Lie ideal generated by im(@*) in L(R:). 
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This Lie algebra is the Lie algebra generated by rc’(R) in the homotopy Lie algebra, 
n(R), of R. Or, equivalently, A is the subalgebra generated by ExtA(k, k) in 
ExtR(k, k). In terms of A and R, it is possible to define a ‘generalized Koszul’ com- 
plex over R. Put U= (R@,A*,d), where d is defined by R-linear extension from 
and rnt is the dual of the left multiplication map mL : A 1 0 A, _ , -+ A,. It may be 
proved that U is a free T-DGA with U, = R (the Hopf algebra structure on A is 
used to get this). Observe that the grading on CT is defined such that U, = R@A,*. 
We will now apply Theorem 1 with a=m2 ( =R2) and b=m (= R,@R,). The 
following sequence is exact for n 2 1: 
O+A$+R, @A,*_, A R2@A;m2. 
Hence, H,(U) is the cokernel of R1@A,*+,+R2@Az, and condition (1) of the 
theorem follows. Condition (2) is obviously true, since B,(U) =m. Also condition 
(3) follows from the definition of the differential. To prove condition (4), assume 
first that fe Hom,(U,, k) = AT*. Define a derivation F on U by R-linear extension 
from 
MI; 
F: A,*-A,*_,@A 
10f 
T-AA* n-19 
where rni is the dual of the right multiplication map mR : A, _ , @A, -+A,. One 
checks that F commutes with the differential. But, T-DerR(U, k) =T-Der#*, k) is 
the Lie algebra of which A is the enveloping algebra. Hence T-Der,(U, k) is 
generated by its one-dimensional elements, and condition (4) follows. With 
C= d?(U) the conclusion of Theorem 1 gives an exact sequence of Hopf algebras: 
k--t T(C*) + ExtR(k, k) +A --, k (1) 
which splits to the right (necessarily by means of the embedding of A in ExtR(k, k) 
as the subalgebra generated by Extk(k, k)). The theorem also tells us how f E A, 
operates on T(C*): 
Let F be the lifting off defined above. The induced map F’=&(F) makes the 
following diagram, with exact rows for n? 1, commutative, 
O-A* 
d d 
?I+1 - R,@A,* -R,@A,*_,- C ” -0 
+ ” d ji Ff’ (2) 
0- A,* 
d 
-R1@A;_, -R2@A,*_2-Cn_,-0 
The dual of the map F: A,*+, +A,* is just right multiplication by f l A,. Dualizing 
(2) we thus get a commutative diagram, with exact rows for n z 1, 
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o------+ c,*_ 1 -R;@A,_2- R~@A,_,- A n -0 
which shows that (F’)*=. f. Summing the rows in (3) over n, we get an exact 
sequence 
of graded right A-modules, where R; has degree two, RF degree 1, and the maps 
are of degree zero. Hence, C* may be seen as the 3rd syzygy in a minimal right A- 
resolution of k. Furthermore, this right A-module structure on C* coincides with 
the right A-module structure coming from the sequence (1). 
We have proved the following 
Theorem 2. Let (R, m, k) be a commutative, local, noetherian k-algebra with m3 = 0. 
let ~6’) be the sub Lie algebra of n(R) generated by z’(R) and let A be the envelop- 
ing algebra of n (l) Let V be the 3rd syzygy in a minimal graded right A-resolution . 
of k, and let (s-l V), = V, + 1. Then, the homotopy Lie algebra n(R) is the semi- 
direct product of 76’) with L(s-‘V), the free lie algebra on s-‘V. The n(l)-module 
structure on L(s-‘V) is induced by the module structure of V. 
Remark. This theorem has been used by the author [6], and by Jacobsson [2]. 
2. Trivial extensions 
Consider a trivial extension R = S KM, of a commutative local, noetherian ring 
(S, n, k) and a finitely generated S-module M. Let X be a minimal free r-s-algebra 
resolution of k over S, and put U = X& (S KM) =X@ (X&M). Then U is a free 
T-DGA and U,= R. Apply Theorem 1 with a = b = (0, M). Since X is acyclic, 
z(U)CX@SM+ B(U). Hence condition (1) holds. Condition (2) holds since, 
H(XOs M) = To&k, M) and hence r&(X@ M) cB(X& M) and then also 
(n, M)Z(XOs M) = nZ(X& M) C B(X& M). 
Condition (3) obviously holds since, d(X) CX. Condition (4) holds for X, and then 
also for U=X&R. 
Now, Hom,(U, k) = Homs(X, k) = Ext,(k, k) and l?(U)* =Exts(M, k). Further- 
more, the action of a r-derivation f E Homs(X, k) on L?(U)*, obtained in Theorem 
1, is induced by a lifting FE Homs(X, X) off. This is precisely one of the defini- 
tions of the natural action of Ext,(k, k) on Exts(M, k). Hence we have the follow- 
ing theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let (S, n, k) be a commutative, local, noetherian ring and M a finitely 
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generated S-module. Let V be defined by V” = Extg- ‘(M, k), and so V is a z(S)- 
module. Then, n(S KM) is equal to the semidirect product of n(S) with L(V), the 
free Lie algebra on V, with rc(S)-module structure induced by that of V. 
3. ‘Sjodin rings’ R = S/C? 
Let rr3 be an integer and let (S,n, k) be a commutative, local, noetherian ring. 
Let Q be an ideal in S such that n2r-3 c QCn’. Assume that 
l%rs(S/n’+‘, k) + T?(S/n’, k) 
is the zero map for i = r - 1 and i = r - 2. Rings which satisfy this condition for all 
i, were studied by Jan-Erik Roos as a generalization of ‘Frbberg rings’; i.e., graded 
k-algebras which satisfy the ‘Froberg formula’ Ps(z)Hs(-Z) = 1. For graded k- 
algebras the above conditions hold for all i, if and only if the single condition for 
i = 1 holds, and also if and only if, Exts(k, k) is generated as an algebra by its one- 
dimensional elements. Conversely, if the conditions above hold for all i, then 
Frobergs formula holds. 
Let X be a minimal free r-S-algebra resolution of k and put U=X& S/Q. 
Also, let a =nr- l/Q, and b =nrp2/Q. Since n2’-3CQ, it follows that a2 = a. b = 0. 
As in the previous section, U is a free T-DGA, which satisfies condition (4) of 
Theorem I. Condition (2) holds, since BO( U) = m. The condition 
T&‘(S/n’+ ’ , k)$+T%rs(S/n’, k) 
may be formulated in terms of X in the following way: 
If x E X, deg(x) > 0, dx E ni+ ‘X, then x E n’X+ B(X). 
If u E z(U), then u =K, XEX, deg(x) >O and dxE fiXCn’X. From above, with 
i=r-1, we get, x~tt~‘X+&X) and hence, u~au+B(U), which proves con- 
dition (1). 
If deg(u)>O and du E aU, then u =R, XEX, deg(x)>O and dxE n’-‘X. Hence 
from above, with i=r-2, we get, xEn r-2X+B(X) and hence, uebU+B(U). This 
proves condition (3). We may now use Theorem 1 to get the following result. 
Theorem 4. Let S and 52 be as above. Then the homotopy Lie algebra TC(S/Q) is the 
semi-direct product of n(S) with L(V), where V” = Ex$ ‘(S/Q k) for n 2 2. The 
z(S)-module structure on L(V) is induced by the natural n(S)-module stucture on 
Exts (S/Q, k). 
4. The case R = k[[x,, . . . ,x,]]/(x,, . . . ,x,)‘, r> 3 
This is a special case of Section 3. We present it, since Ext,(k, k) in this case has 
a nice explicit minimal presentation, to be compared with Sjodins 19, section 71, 
which is not minimal and perhaps not so nice (Sjodin studies the case R = S/n’, 
where S is a general regular, local ring). 
Put S=k[xl ,..., x,], n=(x, ,..., x,,) and R = S/n’ with r > 3. Consider R and S as 
graded rings, R=k@RI@*..@R,_l, S=k@S,@S2@,..., and put A=the ex- 
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terior algebra on ST and X= S&A*, U = R Ok A*, with differentials defined as in 
the case tn3 = 0 in Section 1. Here, the complexes X and U are the well-known 
Koszul complexes for the rings S and R. Put 
a=n’-‘/n’=R,_, and b=n’-2/n’=R,_2@R,_,. 
Then 17, a and b satisfy the premises of Theorem 1 (as in the previous section). 
Hence, ExtR(k, k) is the semi-direct product of A with T(C*), where C=sR(U). 
But X is acyclic, and hence, 
Dualizing this, we see that C* is the rth syzygy in a minimal right A-resolution of 
k. In the same way as in the case m3 = 0, we may prove that this A-module struc- 
ture on C* is the one, which makes Ext,(k, k) to a semi-direct product of A with 
T(C*). 
What is C*? If we look at the right A-resolution S*@A, we see that C* is a quo- 
tient of the free right A-module S,!@A and that S,? maps to SF_l@Al and hence 
that C* is minimally generated by its elements in ST_, @A,. Also, ker(S: @A + C*) 
is minimally generated by the image of S,!+ 1 in S,!@A,. We can now give 
Theorem 5. If R = k[x,, . . . , x,,]/(x~, . . . ,x,)’ with r 2 3, then the Ext-algebra, 
ExtR(k, k), has the following minimal presentation. 
To x1, . . . , x,, there correspond generators X, , . . . , X,, of degree one, and to each 
sequence of integers a = (aI, . . . , a,,), ai L 0, C ai = r, there corresponds a generator 
Y, of degree two. The relations are [X,, Xj] = 0 for 1 i i < j 5 n, Xi’ = 0 for 15 i 5 n, 
and for each sequence of integers b = (b, , . . . , b,), b,?O, C bi = r+ 1, there is a rela- 
tion c [ Y(b, ,..., b;- 1, . . . . b,), Xi] =0, where the sum is over all i’s with biz 1. 
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